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Editor of Daily News
Kappa Delta Pi Fraternity
"The Sunbonnet Girl" Is
Record Speaks On
Announces New Candidates
Chapel Program
Attractive Operett
<&-

OFFICERS FOR ENSUING YEAR
ARE ELECTED AND
INSTALLED
On Monday morning in chapel the
Alpha Chi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi
announced eleven candidates for membership. This announcement of candidates for membership will be the last
for this year.
These candidates are as follows:
Margaretta Coffman, Mary Dunn, Elzie Gochenour, Marguerite Goodman,
Edna Brown, Maude Forbes, Margaret Ford, Bronner Leech, Preston Starling, Elizabeth Woods.
Officers for next year have been
elected and installed. They are as follows.
Elizabeth Kaminsky
President
Elizabeth Knight
Vice-president
Mary Crane
Secretary-treasurer
Irene Garrison
Reporter-historian

Mr. Dingledine Gives
Interesting Points
In Chapel

MR. JOHN R. CROWN, EDITOR
BRINGS "HIGH LIGHTS" OF
EXPERIENCES

Miss Cornelia EngleJ CHORAL CLUB'S ANNUAL PRESENTATION PRESENTED ON
FRIDAY NIGHT
Brings Splendid
Message In Speech An unusually enjoyable entertain-

An interesting talk on the newspaper business was given in chapel on
THE RECENT REVOLUTION IN
Wednesday, May 8, by Mr. John R. STUDENT SECRETARY OF PRESMEXICO IS TITLE OF GOOD
Crown, editor of the Daily News Re- BYTERIAN CHURCH IS GUEST
DISCUSSION
cord Newspaper of Harrisonburg.
HERE

ment was witnessed last Friday night,
May 10, in Walter Reed Hall, when
the Choral Club presented "The Sunbonnet Girl" a comic operetta in two
acts.

Mr. Crown spoke highly of the colPeppy songs and clever acting marklege, and especially praised President
ed this lively little operetta, under the
Mr. Raymond C. Dingledine gave an
On Friday, May 3, the chapel speak- management of Suella Reynolds. Full
Samuel P. Duke by naming him the
interesting talk in chapel concerning
er was Miss Cornelia Engle, student of the sparkle and glow that goes to
"Father of H. T. C."
the recent revolution in Mexico on
secretary of the Presbyterian Church. make any production a success.
Monday, May 6th.
Success in the newspaper world, acMiss Engle was introduced by Eliza- The story of the operetta is a charmcordin»to Mr. Crown rests upon abibeth Knight.
Two characteristics of Mexican- life
ing one. Susan Clifton, the Sunbonlity and energy. There is a need for
made this recent revolution possible.
The speaker read a selection from net Girl is the orphaned child of musiclear thinking and exactness. A newsThey are ignorance and illiteracy, and
She has been left in
paper is one of the -most criticized the Chronicles, "Who then offereth cal parents.
poverty and the persent land system.
charge
of
Mr.
and Mrs. Scroggs, a
things in the world. Unkind remarks willingly to consecrate himself this
Only in the last few years was the
skinflint
couple
who
have starved and
are made about it, and the forces com- day to Jehovah?" Miss Engle gave
plan of educational installed. What
stinted her.
posing it becomes hardened against several examples which illustrated this
use to educate children when there is
In the fi*st act, the president of the
these viewpoints of the public. It can quotation. The first was of a ship
MAY DAY IS OBSERVED no food with which to nourish them? be likened to the teacher—every body crashed against the rocks. Upon an State Federation of Music Clubs, Mrs.
3e landed estates brought about povColeman, comes to the village to conWITH EXCITEMENT y, but recently the rulers have reserves the right to criticize her. investigation a piece of steel was duct
a contest for certain scholarships
There are highly paid and poorly found in the delicate mechanism of
changed their policies. Now private
in
music.
She is accompanied by her
JULIA REYNOLDS IS MAY QUEEN
the. compass. This was due to the
ownership of property and respectibi- paid men in this business as in other
daughter,
Barbara,
her son Bob, and
AND COURT IS MOST
carelessness of a sailor while cleaning
lity are beginning to be offered to the professions. They give night and day
his
chum,
Jerry.
After
meeting Sue,
DESIRABLE
it. Little things often set people aspeople, provinces in which these poli- service, and work for the enlightment
tray. "Who then offereth willingly they are all thoroughly sympathetic
cies have been established did not par- of the public, upon local and world
Thursday afternoon, at the picturesbody, mind, and spirit?"
Spirit is with her present situation, and enticipate in "'the revolution although news. *
que spot hear the bird bath, in front
that which differentiates us from courage her in entering the contest,
they have done so in past uprisings.
The newspaper is daily attracting beasts. Watch little things as well as but the Scroggs obejet.
of Jackson, a most impressive ceremony was observed. This ceremony
The history of Mexico during the more women,who can express them- big ones.
The second act is the scene of the
Ninety-five
was none other than May Day, a May past one hundred years has been that selves well in print.
contest.
Various contestants are tried
The next story, that the speaker told
Day that will not be forgotten in the of "general" rule. Under Calles the cent of the women are social workers.
out
until
finally it is announced that
was about an artist. This artist had
annals of history. The proper name government attempted to reorganize
there
is
one
more voice to be heard,
A reporter's duties are many. He four jewels, a ruby, a diamond, a sapfor the ritual seems to be that of the 'the military unit, and tried to build has to impart confidences, deal with phire, and an emerald, which he kept Susan Clifton's. She appears, having
"Heavy-Weight May Day."
nationalism and patriotism in the problems of the city, attend weddings,
upon his table. A friend seeing them been gorgeously attired by Barbara.
The opening of the ceremony, await- young men of the country. When the funerals, hangings, and sometimes has there remarked that he was keeping a She sings her solo, and is immediately
ed by a vast crowd of spectators, was generals saw their power slipping to do all of them in one short day's fortune upon his table.
The artist awarded the prize.
heralded and accompanied through- from them they caused the army to time. A reporter, however, is given told him that these jewels kept his
Bob is carried away by her beauty
out by "Little" Kendrick, who playing revolt. The men followed their lead- the right of way everywhere. The sense of color alive and improved his and charm. He proposes but Sue reher ukelele, very beautifully and skill- ers blindly in order to obtain shelter police and fire restrictions are raised artist soul. He was consecrating him- fuses to listen saying that she would
fully rendered "Did You Ever Think and food. The generals in this way for him, and he interviews million- self to his art.
be willing to consider him only if she
As The Hearse Goes By?", in a lingo were enabled to keep about forty per- aires, authors, royalty almost every
were wealthy and independent Luck
The same thought is recognized fn comes to her when it is discovered that
all her own, namely "Do-do-do, do do— cent of the provinces under their con- day of his career?
the football game when the Georgia she is heir to property in Los Angeles
do-do-do," (note if you will repeat trol.
A member of the newspaper must team played California.
Georgia of immense value. This relieves the
these syllables to the famous tune, you
It is encouraging tojjnow however get facts and let them speak for themTech
won.
Why?
Because
they
had situation, and the curtain falls on the
will no doubt recognize the euphony). that this revolution iriSrks the last one
selves. He should write "as attract- consecrated themselves to Football.
Suddenly the court could be seen in which will ever rise under the old miliprospect of Bob and Sue's happy marively as possible but never shadow the
the distance. Excitement was at its tary system. The generals who headriage.
Ours
is
a
higher
purpose.
Consefacts.
pitch. As the figures came closer, ed this movement have all been decrate ourselves to this high ideal toThe cast carried their parts off well
Mr. Crown stated that a newspaper day—do not wait until tomorrow. . and the Choral Club is to be compliAnne Proctor, dressed as a page, could tnroned, and the most recent one has
be seen leading the procession. Fol- deserted, and is reported to have enter- world was the greatest cooperative
Six out of every seven marriages mented for the presentation of such a
lowing her was Frankie Passagalupi ed the United States. Mr. Dingledine agency in the world. The Harrison- are failures. People should give more creditable entertainment.
bearing the crown on a beautiful pil- concluded his talk by saying, that the burg Daily Record is a member of the thought to the sacred side of marriage
The cast is as follows:
low of undisputed size.
After the effort of Mexico is now being directed Associated Press which makes possible —prayer, and less to the flower side. Moranda Meadows
Marion Turner
crown-bearer came the maids of the toward the wiping out of ignorance, a newspaper with nation-wide news^n
Mrs.
Meadows
Frances
Rolston
court in their lovely vari-colored illiteracy, and poverty, and the estab- it for the sum of only two cents. Jesus was sent to show the world the Luella Lumpton
Dorothy
Smithers
gingham crowns. These beautifully- lishing of a better and higher standard Through the Associated Press, news character of Jehovah, and that by
f Meadows Lynder McPherson
concerning Harrisonburg is sent to looking upon Him one should have the |™
garbed maidens were Ethel Milam, of living.
Evalina
Catherine Whrrett
other states. A small paper could not desire to be pure and undefined.
Blanche Sprinkle, Elizabeth Yates and
I Mrs. Coleman
Edna Campbell
possibly exist without this arrangeFanny Scott.
Marietta Kagey was
If persons would seek to rise to the Barbara Coleman
Doris Petty
ment.
an exquisite maid-of-honor as she
high levels which give them the pure,|Bob Coleman
Mildred Coffman
tripped behind the court. And last TABLES ARE CHANGED
Dorothy Rodes
A person writing for a newspaper unsoiled atmosphere, then they would Jerry jackson
can* the queen of queens, the climax
be
stifling
sm
out
of
their
hearts
and
ciifton
Isable DuVal
Susan
FOR LAST TIME m»st be very careful as to what he alsouls.
To
illustrate
this,
Miss
Engle
in the story, the "cream in the coffee"
Mrs. Scroggs
Margaret Reilly
lows to be printed as there are always
—Julia Reynolds.
Frances Rand
lawyers watching certain stories for told about a flyer who was making a Abijah Scroggs .... Evelyn Timberlake
Wednesday night the last change in
prancing behind, was a gallant trainLucy Malone
libel upon which they would have flight test. The plane was inspected Sadie Sympkins
When soaring
bearer for the queen.
tables was made this year in the din- grounds to sue the paper.
The snappy choruses were wonderThus a and appeared safe.
The queen seated on her white ing rooms. The previous method of newspaper man must match his wits among the clouds the man heard a fully effective and well sung. Those
throne was then delightfully enter- drawing lots for places was replaced against well-paid, trained lawyers in noise which he knew to be a rat gnaw- composing the Old-fashioned chorus
tained. First a boxing contest, the
order to give his public the facts it ing. The aviator knew that the break- were: Dicie Fishback, Virginia Atkins,
weapons being paper bags, was staged by the one of each girl chosing her wants.
ing of a tiny piece of the wire or any Doris Hodges, Ruby Waller, Jaunita
/
part of the machinery would mean his Carmack, Virginia Elburg, Estelle La .
between Elsie Shellhorse and Callie own table. New hostesses were apMr. Crown concluded his talk by
death. Thinkfng cuiickly, he soared Prade, Pat Kelly, Frances Shelton.
Efsea. The exciting bout was brought pointed.
giving several interesting incidents of
to a close with Elsie as the victor, who
The members of the boys chorus
For the remainder of the year the the dark side to the work on a paper up, up, up. The raC unable to live in
the pureness of the air, died.
triumphantly made the victor's geswere:
Hazel Burnett, Frances Suthersuch as someone being fired because
ture, declaring "Sic Semper Tyran- graduating sophomores are occupying
land,
Mildred
Dunnovant, Ethel GarMiss
Engle
concluded
her
message
the Senior Dining Hall with the sen- the editor did not like fat people.
—nis!"
bee, Virginia Aldhizer, Carrie Miller,
by a prayer.
A song was charmingly sung by iors while the junior class has returnAnna Stern, Eleanor Mac Cartney,
Eugenia Eley, who chose "I Wish I ed to the Blue Stone Dining Hall.
Elizabeth Peake, H. W. Adams, BerHad Someone To Love Me." Loud
tha
Cleveland, Marjorie Hurd, MadeFrench tables have again been asSTUDENT BODY
applause greeted her rendition.
line Hinkel, Patty Fitzhugh, Audrty
During the program, Frances Rand signed. The Breeze staff has the disEXTENDS SYMPATHY Cassell, Shirley Miller, Elizabeth DowThursday, May 16—Y. W. C. A.
played attendance to the queen, tinction of having special tables.
ney, Henrie Steinmetz and Esther
Friday, May 17—A. Winfield
quenching her excited state of thirst
Glick.
Hoeny, on lyceum course.
with a lemon, fanning her with a pow-f
The student body is extremely sorThe girls chorus was made up of
sociation entertainment.
erful Breeze, and mopping her brow.
ry to hear of the death of Emily and Marie Burnette, Mary Betty Rodes,
Saturday, May 18—Athletia-AsEven the birdbath showed its emotion NATIONAL MUSIC
Lulie Duke's father. Greatest sym- Gertrude Bazzle, Mildred Allport,
by springing up at which Frances
Sunday, May 19—Y. WfcC..A.
pathy is extended to them at their Mable Cook, Elizabeth Fritts, Hazel
WEEK, MAY 6—11
(Continued to Page S, Column i)
loss.
• '
(Continued to Page i, Column 5)
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BROOMSEDGE
Ripples of green—tinted gold in the
morning breeze,
Yellow-gold in the breathless moon;
Crimson-gold in the sunset glare.
Possessing the land, quenching all efforts of growth.
A sea of gold that swept over the deserted field
And half-way up the mountain-side to
the dark line of pines.
Early in April, a fire crept over the
field;
Licking, laping, laughing flames
That burned the gold;
Conquered the broomsedge
Seared the earth, leaving it black and
baked
But free of the tyrant.

CAMPUSjj]
TOM SAYfl:
"Everything comes to him who
waits." Maybe, that means
that I'll be May Queen one of
these days.
Beware the Claws
Willie (observing the leopard at the
zoo): "Mother, is that the dotted lion
that the insurance man was telling you
about, when he loaned his fountain
pen to you?"
Buccaneer
Jean Eley: "Do you like fish balls?"
K. N. C.: "I never attended any."

AS I SEE IT
Ray Horsley—Editor

ARE ROOMMATES PEOPLE? ■
We should like to give them the
benefit of the doubt but there are so
many things to consider.
As our personal statistician wisely
remarked, two out of three roommates
always chum together. Alas, for the
poor third one!
She is left in the
lurch; nay, eyen in the background.
Her efforts at claiming attention are
in vain.
■

For instance, take this example of
two roommates who both decided to go
away the same week-end leavjng the
third at home safe in her we white bed.
She was quite alone, without companionship, without jollity and joking,
even without food for Sunday night
supper, that famous H. T. C. institution.
Surely this smacks of something distinctly inhuman. Can they,
then, be people? Alas, our graybearded ancestors rise up and sadly
proclaim, "No, these are not ours—
they are not human."

"I heard that you are going to marry that new school teacher, Jack."
"Nope, Bill, its all off. I was late
Now a carpet of tender Spring-grass
BOARD OF MANAGERS
for
a date the other night, and she
has crept over the field
sajd
I couldn't come back until I
BUSINESS MANAGER ...'.
FRANCES SNYDER «8J| With a pattern of violets,
brought
a written excuse signed by my
Deep purple, with flecks of gold;
Assistant Business Manager
Anna Lyons Sullivan '32
And the butter-yellow of the wild parents.
Assistant Business Manager
*™a Philips '32
strawberry bloom,
"It's the little things in life that
And
the Puritanical white of the dewTYPISTS
tell,"
said the flapper as she yanked
Even two girls in one room tend
Maude Forbes '30
berry,
Patty Fitzhugh '32
her
kid
brother from under the sofa.
sharply to be inhuman, unnatural beFrances
Steger
'31
In
the
Summer,
I
know
there
will
be
Margaret Bottom '31
ings. Listen then, to the sounds isEstelle Crockin '30
daisies,
Helen Bemis 32
' "Just one more glass, fellows, and suing forth from a two-girl room on
White, with golden hearts;
then I must leave," said the dishwash- three consecutive nights:
And black-eyed Susans,
And delicate patterns of Queen Anne's er as he picked up the cake of soap.
The first night, they laugh andtalk,
lace.
**
someone being discussed, much to her
Short Something
But next" Fall, will the Broomsedge
"Say,
waiter,
I ordered strawberry discomfiture if she could but hear the
"PLAYING FAIR"
conquer again;
words of these two wise ones. They
shortcake and you brought me a plate
M. T.
of strawberries. ..Where is the cake?" are friends this night.
How often as a child did you say "Now play fair! I'm not going to unThe second night sounds of argu"Well, suh, that's whut we ,is short
BLUE MOUNTAINS
less you do"? How often as growing up in high school did you in your activiment fall on the listeners' ear. One of
of."
ties regard a game or contest as one to be fairly played? And how often does Blue mountains billowing to the east,
them has heedlessly taken the other's
each one of us, in the games we see, the parts we take in extra-curricular and Blue mountains in the west!
A New Discovery
most priceless belonging. Alas! they
scholastic rates, realize the worth of a standard that the world counts as I looked on them when day had closed
"What am dese here dark specks in are enemies this night.
"fair"?
' h*tJ And the world was dimmed with dusk. dis here oatmeal ?"
The third nights-naught but silence.
There's a game that every one of us plays, however. That game is un"Keep youh coat buttoned, Dem They are. merely sleepy, this night.
Silent,
serene
and
skyward-flung;
consciously taken part in by some not realizing its worth—fully and bravely
dark specks in dat dar oatmeal am
Can such behaviour be human? Can
played by others who know the game, and have learned how to play it, that is Awkard, shambling mounds of dese here things day call calories."
strength.
such
strong* persons be people—real,
the Game of Life.
Eternal do they pulse with song that's
live
people?.
With one accord and
Say
it
with
flowers,
You are thrown into that game perhaps needlessly, perhaps well—
never sung.
with
all
our
strength,
we answer
Say
it
with
sweets,
achooled, perhaps with no warning. And whether you play it as one should— Tis strange: I thought of them and
"No."
Say
it
with
kisses,
is up to you.
God as one!
Say it with eats,
This, too, is a game of which the goal stands before you. You may think
G. H. S.
Say
it revelry,
that you have found the goal, and in finding happiness—you perhaps, have
THE GREAT AMERICAN
Say
it with drink,
attained the goal that Life intends. This game, though is the game which is
SHADOWS
NECK-TIE
But always be careful
not to be beaten by score. You can't beat Life—because in winning, Life We w"alk among the fields together,
Heywood Brown inspired me—my
Not to say it with ink.
counts it unfair, and turns you back. You are to be satisfied with the goal Beneath the trees we pass—
own love of the exotic, the beautiful,
Pathfinder
that Life gives you.
The moonlight prints our changing
directed me. Why life was consecratQueer—one would say, but true, nevertheless—and a fair gift to us who
• shadows
ed to the search for the great, the
"Do you really love me?"
play. Play fairly with Life, and he will give you your wish—but winning In long, slim pictures on the grass.
turly Great, American Necktie.
"Yes."
*
the possession and control of the whole—Life doesn't decree!
Through restless nights I dreamed
"How much?"
Only the little breezes heed us
"Well, here's my check book, You of neckties upon neckties—then endSoft in the grasses blowing;
less days I looked, I searched, I begIN OUR CRITICISM
The gruff old moon who does not need can look over the stubs."
Texas
Ranger
ged for neckties to come forth and
ua
show
themselves in all their glory. And
"I don't like her. She impresses me as being—well—you know!" How Laughs at us going.
many neckties come—brilliant green
often do we hear that? Every day. And with each little expression we
The play called "The Miracle" was
ones, vari-brand ones, ties with twobeing staged at one of the prominent
make, we sigh and think reflectively that we really shouldn't, you know, but We saunter up a hill together;
inch red, orange and bright blue
we just go on and cover up the small, struggling sigh and say something else. The night is clear—the grass
theatres.
stripes, quiet ties of soft blues, greens
Criticism tends to improvement, but there are criticisms and criticisms. Ia darkened where f
-A Scotchman elbowed his way to the and tans, excruciating combinations of
ows—
There is a type of criticism that brings the subject to realization that we
ticket window and asked for two of the red and yellow, blue and green, hectic
-Shadows
that pass.
might be happier and more worthwhile that other way suggested and that's
best seats in the house.
purples and even ties of wide white,
E. M. W.
what this editorial is written to foster.
"They will cost you $6.50 a piece," grey and black stripes. To no avail—
replied the ticket agent.
Readers may say that it's an old threadbare, worn-out expression to bring
the Great American Necktie eluded
TAMBOURINE
the "Judge not that ye be not judged," thought back, but that statement is a Jeweled heels that winked and twinklThe Scotchman reached into his me.
part of human -nature, and the law of things you can't get around it, for you
pockets and brought forth the money,
ed
Broken-spirited, I determined to decan't beat life. Try it and see. Give that subject his justice, and if you feel Like serpent eyes.
for the tickets.
sign my own interpretation of the
that you can't say something that means a statement for his own good, then A crimson shawl swirling in the ecsAn Irishman just in back of the Necktie art. But inspiration fled; my
discuss the weather.
tasy of dance,
Scotchman began to make his way attempts were trite, inexpressive, obAnd speaking of weather—that is a fair application, yon can make sunny A lovely, lying mouth, red as the rose from the window.
vious-. I sought for subtlety of mood,
skies for someone by seeing the better part of him, so try being a weather Drooping from her hair,
"I don't need to buy any tickets," he blending of colors, but failed—and
prophet! For some of us, it would be a thoroughly new job; for some of us, Slim hands beconing to romance,
mummered, "I've seen 'The Miracle' that miserably. I gave up at last.
something in fortunate use; for all of us a worth while practice.
Dreaming eyes, as black and evil as already."
And then, suddenly, it came—the
She danced—with steps so light—
truly Great Amerbfan Necktie.
It
the night.
Wrong CUmate
flashed upon me from a look in a barMAKING THE MOST OF IT
And laughed and sighed,
A tourist going through the North- ber shop. There it shone, glorious,
A gypsy queen! !
west suffered a slight accident to his alluring. I absorbed it in one yearnJust one month from this past Sunday, the 1929 scholastic year will end. A flame of Spain!
car.
Unable to find his monkey ing store.
Can't we make the very best of it, this small time we have left? In every My Tambourine!
wrench,
he went to a farm house and
It seemed to mock after some oldsense of the word it will be rather wise to use one last month, successfully and
J. F.
inquired
of the Swede owner, "Have fashioned crazy-quilt.
happily. When we look back over our last year of school life we can realize
From The Acorn
Small bright
you a monkey wrench here?"
lots of unaccomplished desires. Some of these we could have helped, some of
red squares, next a white square
"Naw," replied the Swede, "My bro- lightly dotted with black spots, a tiny
these we could have crowned with success. Others, however, we have negLIFE
ther have got a cattle ranch over there, irregular block of orange, combined to
lected, due to that source of aH evil and failure, procrastination. It's quite Around me life goes on;
my cousin got a sheep ranch down make the most glorious tie ever deeasy to fall into this well worn path of failure, much easier in fact than it is The same
to do what we should. One month to go though means in one sense a day or Sweet thrush that waked me yester- there, but it too cold for a monkey signed^
rench."
two, but in another sense it means worlds, everything. It can make or wreck
morn
Finally, I turned my eyes away. My
our lives and that is the tragedy of the matter. Perhaps a little consideration, Sings from the thicket;
search was dnded, in fact, all purpose
a little thought will save us many deep sorrows. Hence in our social living, as And the flocks ■
And there's no place for sorrow such for living had dispersed, but I was
well as in our scholastic work, can't we be credulous, thoughtful and consider- Graze just as quietly on the hills.
as mine.
satisfied. I had found the Great
ate and avoid any unpleasantness for our last month?
The world's as Spring,
M. T.
American Necktie!
Harrig

Editorial
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WHAT OUR SENIORS
LITERARY NEWS
MEANTOH.T.C.

AUNT ABIGAIL'S
HAPPY WISDOM

LEE SOCIETY HOLDS OPEN
MEETING

GUESTS ON CAMPUS

I

Lula Corbin entertained Edward
Bausermanfrom McGaheysville,
Winston Wilburger of North River
visited Cora Heatwole.
Prances Bass had as her guest for
the week-end Mark A. Pottage from
Crewe, Va., and J. B. McDowell.
1
Margaret Powell entertained as her
guest Goodwin Elliott of Norfolk.
. Louise Mills' guest was Finley Waddell of Lexington.
Kathryn Pace entertained Ed Rust
of V. P. I. and Joe Gross of Pittsburgh.
John Thomas came to see Mildred
Rhodes.
. Alex Vance visited Tillie Barbour.
, Selma Madrin's guest was Harry D.
Simmons of Arizona.
Florence Reese has as her guest
prank Driver.
i Anne Bullock entertained Jimmie
Humphlett of Roanoke.
Virginia Nichols entertained H. J.
tardy of Lexington.
James Jennings of Shehandoah came
to see Pauline Johnson.
Bill Jacobs of W. & L. visited' Gertrude Jacobs.
Elizabeth Cox entertained Lawrence
Pace from U. of Va.
Eugenia Beazley's and Bass guests
were R. Watson Durham and Samuel
Beazley of Beaver Dam, Va.
Leigh Riley of W .& L. came to see
Frances Rubush.
; Vivian McDonald entertained Dick
Dickens.
Lucy Gilliam's guests were "Sandy"
Gilliam from U. of Va., Beverly Patton and William Hundle of Richmond.
Ann Ragan had as her guest Raymond Harrison.
Frances Snyder entertained Harvey
Sheppard of V. P. I.
Robert Gardon visited Elizabeth
Fritts.
Ralph Glasgo of Roanoke came to
see Marie Burnett.
• Isabelle DuVal's guest was Andrew
Holmes of V. P. I.
I Virginia Hearring entertained as
her guest Paul Bronstein.
J. H. Lillard of V. P. I. visited
Dicie Fishback.
Eva Holland's guest was Tink Tankard of W. & L.
Nettie Anderson entertained Jimmie
Shipman.
Kathleen Snapp has as her guest
Milton Wright of W. & L.
H. M. Deih came to see Lois Hines.
Louise Land's guest was Joe Heishman of Arlington.
Anna Mendel entertained Edwin
Sherwood of Arlington.
Mary Mullins entertained as her
guest J. J. Staunton.
Virginia Saunders' guest was M. C.
B. Richardson of Richmond.
Thomas Dean of Danville was the
guest of Virginia Thomas.
Louis Brooks of Lynchburg came
to see Mae Brown.
. Margaret Goodman's guest was Paul
Haldeman.
Doris Hoges entertained Stewart
Lamb of Elkton.
. .
Grace Kerr had as her guest James
White.
Mildred Livesay went out for the
day with Mae Armstrong, N. C. Dickion, Ed. Harding and friends.
; Mary High entertained Elmer Gates
of Hot Springs.
■ Janie Parker's guest was Eddie
Eliepherd and Winston Parker of Palmyra, Va.
. William Blythe of Berryville came
to see Dorothy Levi.
' Ed Dorsey of Berryville visited
Jane Lightner.
Mary Jarrelle's guest was J. H.

Hood.
Mollie Clark had as her guest James
Harvey of V. P. I.
Estelle Cox entertained Albert Cox
and Bob Williams of U. Va.
" Capt. M. G. Ramey of V. M. I., Visited Harriet Pearson.
Dorothy Smither's guest was E. L.
King of V. P. I.
Melvin Humphries of Lexington
came to see Betty Barnhart.
Mary Green has as her guest Neill
Coney of U. Va.
Dorothy and Fanie Shepherd entertained Eddie Shepherd.
Caroline Macon's guest was Gordon
Shoemaker of Hot Springs.
Kathleen Temple's guest was Bourdon Rowe from Staunton.
Florence Johnson entertained Jimmie Rogers.
Katherine Bowen was visited by
Walker Wyant.
DeRoy Jennings was the guest of
Rebecca Jennings.
Phyllis Palmer's guests were John
McChesney and Bill Armstrong.
Allien Cadwallador came to see
Martha Funk.
Margaret Moon's guest was Ellis
Collman from Lexington.
Miriam Christian entertained William Bahiell. *
•
Henry Wyatt was the guest of Margaret Morris.
Bill Ballard was Ruth Archibald's
friend.
Elizabeth Coyner entertained Earl
Johnson from Bedford.
Mary Hopkins had as her guest
Clarence Johnson.
Ruth King's guest was Thomas
Melton.
Doris Bane's guest was George Sullivan.
Doris Kelly entertained Wesley
Shifflette.
Bill Wright came to see Eileen Edwards.
Capt. Gallagher of A. M. A. was
the guest of Edna Campbell.
Florence Mitchell's guest was Bill
Lineweaver.
Edna Brown had Miley Dingledine
as her guest.
Frank Pannill came to see Elizabeth
King.
Isabel Leech entertained Houston
Tardy and Howe Black of Lexington.
Margaret Dice entertained Frank
Dice.
Dot Flowers' company was Charles
Flowers and Wallace Lam.
Carter Chew came to see Gladdin
Hook.

WEEK END TRIPS
Elizabeth Downey, Eleanor Wren,
Shirley Miller, Mildred CofTman and
Eleanor Evans went to their homes in
Edinburg. Jeanette Dulling was the
guest of Eleanor Evans.
.
Blanch Sprinkle accompanied her
Father to Washington.
Mary Brown Allgood went to her
home in Petersburg.
Olga Petterson was the guest of her
parents in Roanoke.
Lillian Timberlake visited friends in
Sluarts Draft.
Elizabeth Martin accompanied Mable Martin to her home at Churchville.
Helen Albaugh went to her home in
New Market.
Esther Glick went to her home in
Bridgewater.
Audrey Cline visited at her home
in Staunton.
Eugene Beasley was the guest of
Gladys Hawktns at Mt Sidney.
May Smelser went to the home of
her parents in Compton.
Virginia Aldhizer, Nancy Williams

Last Friday night saw a small
group gathered in Walter Reed at
6.30 o'clock to witness the opening
meeting of the Lee Goats.
the curtain was drawn lightly together when suddnly from them Nancy
Trott emmerged and read an original
poem. Following this Vivian McDonald announced that the- Lee member
would render a stunt.
The first scene was laid in the
drawing room of an old English castle. A lord and his lady lived there.
The lady, which part was portrayed
by the steward, who was Kitty Bowen.
by Annabelle Miller, comes in followed
The lady, being very tired and
weary of the dull futility of the life
which she has been leading in this old
castle the three months which she has
been married, refuses to go to a feast
which her lord is having in the hall.
Upon her refusal to attend this
feast, the lord stamps in upon the
scene and demands his lady to attend.
This part was playd most majestically by Elsie Quizzenberry, better known
as "Quizzy."
As women nearly always do, this
lady had her way and did not attend
the feast. Soon after her lord disappeared from the scene, a band of
gypsies roamed by the castle singing.
Strains of their gypsy songs are heard
and as if by magic, the lady is drawn
to their camp.
Later, the lord repents for having
been so rude to his lady and he comes
back to apologize—only to find her
gone. Immediately, he calls one of
Robin's foresters, a greenmah, which
part Ken Byrd played wonderfully.
After this consul at ion, the lord decides to visit the gypsy camp.
The secon dand third scenes bring
us to the gypsy camp. Seated around
the fire could be seen several gypsies,
Louise Land portrayd the part of a
jealous gypsy woman excellently and
(Continued to Page 5, Column t.)
and Mary Neff spent the week-end at
their homes in Broadway.
Ethel Diehl went to McGaheysville
for the week-end.
Frances Rolston went to the home
of her parents in Mt. Clinton.
Gladys Kaylor visited her parents
alt Grottoes.
Helen Benis was the guest of Mrs.
F. D. Jennings in Edinburg.
Madeline Anderson went to the
home of her parents in Winchester.
Alma Baker visitd her parents at
North River.
Katheryne Smucker went to her
home in Timberville.
Elinoe and Elizabeth Rotchie were
guests in Broadway.
Agnes Weaver was the guest of M.
Shenandoah.
Jean Bricher visited her home in
K. Bowers in Martinsville, W. Va.
Marion McNair visited in Stuarts
Draft
Elizabeth Wise wnt to her, home in
New Market
Elizabeth Marshall visited her parents at Carters Bridge.
Leanora Barrett and Margaret
Odom accompanitd Margaret Pusey
to her home in Beuna Vista.
Beatrice Beydler was the guest of
her parents in Maurentown.
Iva Lou Jones was the guest of her
parents in Newpoht News.
Othelda Mitchell went to her home
in Norfolk.
Pat Guntner was the guest of Mrs.
D. C. Stouder in Charlottesville.
Annabelle Beazley was a visitor in
Burketown.
Virginia Gilliam went to her home
in Prince George.
Dorothy Swank was the guest of her
parents in Singers Glen.
Bessie Laretta went to Hot Springs.
Kennie Bird visited her parents in
Mt. Jackson.

MARY BOONE MURPHY
"Boonie"—that's your name to us!
Mary Boone Murphy, you stand out
as an individual to us—as a girl who
has meant a great deal to" the school.
You've made one of the best Y. W.
C. A. presidents we've ever had. In
fact—anything you've undertaken—
you've done credit to.
Goodness—how we're going to miss
you! It doesn't seem right that you
are going to leave us! It's a boon to
have had you, Boonie!
Just this—please. Please, please
don't forget us—we want to know
you're thinking about us—somehow—
'cause that will help a great big lot.
Please remember us as long as we will
you—for then you'll be rembering always.
RUTH KING
A girl we all like! Yes, that's none
other than Ruth King!
You're full of that inestimatly valuable quality—pep—Ruth, and no one
can ever take that certain something
away from you! We think you're
fine.
Clifton Fgrge has been awfully well
represented in your being up here, for
we feel that you have given of your
bstJo-H. T. C. And that "best" has
us. When we wanted someone who
been something awfully worthwhile to
could be depended upon to do things
well and as they should be done, we
sent for you. When we wanted someones to have a lot of fun with, we thot
of you and when there's need for a
real "pal," you're there, too! We
like you like "nothin' human"!
WINONA WALKER
In your four years up here Winona,
we've all grown to know and love you.
The only thing that we don't love
about you is that you insist upon
graduating, and leaving us so soon!
Winona—that name seems to suit
you, somehow. You mind if I tell
you why? You see—Winona, the
someone sweet and laughing and full
name stands out to me as standing for
of vitality. And you are these, always.
You're the type of girl who can do
things assigned to her. You have
done everything given to you to do,
and you have done it well—you're
thoroughly capable.
And as for class work—you are
really the stuff!
Taken from all viewpoints—you're
one of the finest girls we've ever
known—we certainly like you—we only wish we knew you better!

CHAPEL
Was ever known
The witless shepherd who persists to
drive
A Yock that thirsts not to a pool disliked?
A weight must surely hang on days
begun
AM ended with such mockery. Be
wise,
Ye Presidents and Deans, and, till the
spirit
Of ancient times revive, and youth be
trained
A t home in pious service, to your bells
Give seasonable rest, for 'tis o sound
Hollow as ever vexed the tranquil air;
And your officious doings bring disgrace,
Onthe plain steeples of our English
Church,
Whose worship, 'mid remotest village
trees,
Suffers for this.
Wordsworth.
(Continued from Page 1, Column 1.)
Rand sprang gallantly forth with an
umbrella to shield the queen.
Finally, came the crowning of the
queen. The maid-of-honor gracefully
placed on the queen's bowed head the
beautifully-decorated lamp shade,
which served as a crown.
The court, with its queen, to thunderous applause, left the scene of
ceremony.

Dear Aunt Abigail,
Having reached the estate of Senior I suppose this will be my last
letter tQ you. I want to tell you a little
incident which happened to me. Last
Saturday I planned to use th old Hotpoint on a few of my habiliments.
Knowing that others were of the same
notion, I conceived the idea of going
early and advoiding the rush. Ah! I
that that is an original idea. Who
but a Senior could have thought of
that? I did not waver. 7 went and
waited. Of course as soon as the
pressing alley was open I got an
ironing board. I felt so very sorry
for the poor girls who were waiting
for some one to finish and were sayfinish." I turned on the iron —waited
ing, "May I have your iron when you
my patient spirit had no effect on the
a few seconds in fact five minutes, but
iron's disposition—after 2, 3, 4, 5,
10 minutes it was stone cold. I, too,
was forced to join the unhappy, weary,
waiters. What else was I to do?
Please advise me just once more.
Callie Elsea.
My Dear Callie,
I don't like to write these long letters of farewell. You see, Callie, when
I first decided to be an old maid I
wrote each one of my would-be suitors
a long letter telling him of my decision. Now, now, now, here I am
boring you about my past! Callie, the
advice I give you is; in case you want
to press your cap and gokn alnd don't
wish to be subjected to the humilation of waiting for an iron. I suggest
that you erect a pressing alley of your
own. Charge only four cents per
hour and you will soon be riding in
a Rolls Royce. Then will you take
your poor o,ld Aunt Abigail for a ride?
Don't forget me when you leave H.
T. C.
Lots of love,
Aunt Abigail.
My dear Aunt Abigal,
I regret to have to write you this
letter. You are certainly no Aunt
of mine. Any one who would threaten
my life in protection of a measly old
cat that wonders around campus eating birds is no aunt of mine. Since
this is no annonymous letter I can
mince matters, but I will kill that cat if
I catch it before it retreats up a tree.
We dogs are aristocrats and we have
say what I please. I do not intend to
always thought ourselves above cats
why you should choose that disreputable Tom and insert his shadow in
the Breeze weekly, I can't see. I like
the Breeze and always' enjoy reading
it to my friends, but Tom's letter last
week certainly did bore me.
I shall cancel my subscription and
my friends will do likewise if there
is a recurrence of such a slanderous
attack.
Warnfngly,
The New White Dog.
My dear Mr. Dog White,
Your maudlin ravings impressed me
not an iota. I admit that you are a
fine example of the dog inhabitants of
dogdom, but I will not have you casting a shadow of insult on our dear
campus Tom. For years he has stood
through all. Poor little Tom. His
staunch little heart has stood many
a trial, and he is so patient when he
is having his picture taken. Bless his
heart! We all love him and just won't
have you talking about him. His name
shall go down in the archives of the
college and yours won't so there,
you're just an old stray dog—You are!
Scoffingly,
m
Miss Abigail Breeze.
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WERE JUST A LOT '
T STRATFORDSSPONSOR BUDDING NOVELIST— "" 3TRATFORB3 ENTEROF SMART ALECKS!
AMUSING MOVIE HERE'S YOUR CHANCE! j > TA1NED BY MISS
C 3 1
HUDSON

Collegfplen and women are sifting,
"The original younger generation
experimenting and thinking more bold-*
j On Thursday night one of the most retired to the side lines quite some
ljUbjyLjany other group. . They anj
.attractive parties of the season was time ago," writes Cornell Woolrich of
building the new America. As our
given by Miss Hudson to the Strat- his own coterie, in the June College
gesture of belief in them and in what
Two Gentlemen and a Lady—by AlexHumor. "The strange little girls that
they are discovering about life and do- fards.
ander Wooleatt
you used to see a few years ago with
The
party
was
given
at
Mrs.
Gould's
ing about life, College Humor, in conbuphy bobs and flapping galoshes and
Illustrations by Edwina.
fuLrtionwith Doubkday, Doran, in the home, on Main Street. The house
quills stuck in their felt hats are mostPublished in New York by ConradJuneissue announces a prize for the looked lovely, with its attractive arly mothers now. And their boy friends
McConnm Inc.. 1920 $2.50.
best novel of campus society, to be rangements of flowers.
with'the wide, wide trousers and the
If you're tired and out of sorts, and
The colors of .the club, pink and early American pocket flasks are busy
written during the summer vacation
every book,.you pick up to read is the
months by an American undergraduate green, were delightfully carried out in watching the market these days.
w.rdng one—try Two Gentlemen and a
the favors, 'and details. A delicious!
of not more than one year.*"The whole thing has boiled itself
Lady. For forty-five minutes of deEager to know what the established salad course was served.
down
to a tradition. The first outlighhtful and light reading, it is a
College Humor sent out personal letThe guests were the members of the burst of what they love to call flaming
wonderful gloom-ehascr.
ters to a few authors and in reply re- club, Bobby McKim, Mr. and Mrs. Lo-;
youth was more or less spontaneous;
This book is about three dogs—the
writer would think of such a contest, gan, and Miss Hoffman.
ever
since then it has been pretty much
nicest, and cleverest kinds of dogs.
ceived the following frank comments:
of
a
profession
And are we unSinclak Lewis: 'tram sorry, but I
Their names are Nicholas Verdun,
conventional
at
heart?
Certainly not.
Belle and Egon. You must admit they
think that the.whole project of- your Y.W. GIVES FIRST OF
We're
really
bigger
slaves
to convenare unusual names, so are the dogs.
offering a large prize to college stuA SERffittF TEAS tion than the most Victorian VictorThe book gives the story of each of
dents for a novel is about as bad a
ians ever were. We go about showing
them. 'It is so entertainly and personthing for them as could be conceived
off
with a sort of herd courage, beThe
Y.
W.
C.
A.
cabinet
gave
a
deally written that one feels as though
ous to a youngster.in college than to
1
cause
we know everyone else is doing
lightful
tea
Tuesday
aftfcrnoon
in
the
he, the two gentlemen and the lady are
of. I can think of nothing more -/ruin-*
it
at
the
samei time.
The pioneers
.
Y.
W,
social
room.
^-The-tea
was
in
the best of friends.
receive such a prize."
amen,?
us
had
their
share
of personal
entertainment
of
the
student
body.
WHI Irwin. "In the multiplicity of
Not only is the style engaging, and
courage.
But
that
was
in
1919.
I
book compositions nowadays, your colThis is the first of a series of teas,
the stories interesting, but the illusthink
it's
about
time
the
curtain
came
lege prize stands out as really useful. the next of which will be given in the
trations—dogs drawn in nearly every
down-on our act."
They are the apprentices, those young near future.
page and with every expression that
men and women now working in colcan be made, wistful, surprised, indigleges,
and the sooner intelligent pub(Continued from Page 1, Column 5.)
nant, placid, expressions without end.
Giles, Charlotte Hagan, Gladden Hook,
The illustrations in themselves are so bhe Mtg him wjth oar and ukeg refuge lishers pick out and encourage the SENIORS GIVEN
promising
ones,
the
better."
amusing that one can sit and just look jn [hg houge pleading protection from
FELLOWSHIPS Marion, McNair, Elspeth Peyton,
Ii-vin S. Cobb: "For one, I'm heart-,
at them and enjoy any number of the ^.^ Jack winters,
*
Guryn Somers, Martha Warren and
ily in favor of. the plan.
Anybody
hearty chuckles ™^"*%?
Jack has just arrived and is to be
Following the lead of St. John's Frances Wook.—
we 1 acquitted wi ***£**£ ly
.^ ^ ^
^
^ who increases the flow of humor is a College; Annapolis, Md., Dartmouth
and can appreuate these n.ce doggies. ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ benefactor to the race."
-^
College has established five iSenior FelBurton, Rascoe-: "Never in the -hisClean rooms for the friends
Considering one of the nice dogs for ^^ Md comeg QUJ. brf()re the de_
lowships, to take effect next fall.
tory
of
publishing
has
the
young,
beof College girls at
the movies, the following criticism was tctive, pretending she is Jack's wife.
Five Juniors, especially qualified
The
given—The young mastiff's perfor- Tney exasperate him by their foolish ginning writer found editors so recepfor the privileges, Will be given their
BLUEBIRD TEA ROOM
mance lacked that certain, something. love making and hg, retires to the front tive to, and audiences so eager for the
work showing genuine talent, fresh- tutions for the Senior year, and the
Good course meals—with
He was supposed to be first heard porch.
.
ness of thought,- and originality, in freedom of the college. In the words
plenty of hot biscuit!
barking in the distance and then
In the meantime Morty has assumed ideas. No longer is the young writer of the trustees' announcement:
charging on pushing his way furious"During, the tenure of his Fellowly through the crowd and plunging the position of butler and because of urged by editors to conform to some
the waiting detective both he and Kay particular formula in. popular vogue ship! the Fellow shall be given comstraight at the neck of the villan. The
mastiff.did the offstage bozing part are forced to remain there that night. at the moment or to adopt some mode plete freedom to pursue the intellecMorning comes, and with it Jack's set by their elders. As a result, we tual life at" Dartmouth College in
adequately—but he strolled on yawnTPYUUPPARCELP0STSCRV1CE
fiancee
and her father, the Judge. She are getting new works of -fiction by whatever manner and direction he
ing. They named him Atlantic City
accuses
Jack
of
concealing
someone
in
tonishingly
indi|jduel,
-astonishingly
himself
may
choose.
He
shall
not
be
because of the bored walk.
PHONE
Again—how Nicholas aids unsus- her room. Just as she is about to new writers each season which are as- required to attend classes, though.he
HARRISGNBURG, VA.
pectingly in a burgarly—Nicholas hus- search the room the versatile Lady well written, and astonishingly inter- shall have* the privilege of attending
Kay
comes
forth
dressed
as
a
maid
and
esting."
any;
he
shall
not
be
required
to
take
tled in and out of the house, himself
Nancy Hoyt: "This prize competj-. any examinations; and he shall not
anxiously attending each stolen article daintily dusts the stairs with her feather
duster
...
She
poses
as
the
buttion
seems to me a swell idea! I wish be required to pay any tuition fees
THOMPSON'S
on its way to the van and then hurryler's
w;ife
and
there
is
a
series
of
ludithem.
-What a chance to realize those to the college. At the end of the year
ing back as if to superintend the seBEAUTY SHOPPE
lection of just the right things to take crous epscades, in which they exasper- I were taking the trip with the rest of of his Fellowship, the Fellow shall be
Finger and Marcell Waving
one of us who given his degree
"
Permanent Waving
along. The last scene of him—was ate the Judge and the bride to be in dreams which every
smribbles through: school aflfl 'wfi«fe
90 E. Market
Phone 525-R
Nicholas sitting on the piano on the every possible way. Concerning the Senior Fellowships
van vanishing around the corner.
Kay admits to Morty that she is in during college classes always cherish- at St. John's,. Dr. Raymond Pearl, a
The book has to be read in order love with Jack. The wedding cere- es . This is the time for the bby at trustee of that college, has said:,
to appreciate its freshness and humor.' m0ny is about to be performed when Yale and the boy in Georgia Tech to
"The Best in Drug Store Mer"There is much to be said for the
chandise and The Finest in
I Morty decides to take matters in his compete with a much gusto as they'd intrinsic virtues of freedom as-a deDrug Store Service"
' own hands. He flashes a detective's show on the gridiron. Things turn veloper of intellectual powers. The
DID 'JA EVER
out
surprisingly—we
may
find
a
sophREILLY DRUG CO
badge, arrests Jack on the charge of
prize fellowships of Trinity College,
Incorporated
rum running, and shows the wedding isticated, dashing story from a Bryn Cambridge, have a comprehensive inKavanaugh Hotel Annex
1. Want to dance and dance and guests the cellar full of rum and exits, Mawr highbrow, and a fluffy co-ed will
tellectual and personal freedom as
dance?
and arrests Jack; detaining him until perhaps turn in a smashing indictment perhaps their chief element. Does
2. Wanta eat and eat and eat?
At this point the detective comes in of Campus. All luck to your scheme." anyone question that this element has
3. Wanta ride and ride and ride?
Vincent Starrett: "I like the *8ea of
his men have taken the rum away in
been of prime importance in produc4. Wanta sleep and sleep and sleep?
the
College Humor and Doubleday, Doa truck. Mortey comes to the rescue
ing the extraordinary record that the
5. Wonder and wonder and wonder
Now Showing
and holds him up._ The detective ran prize contest very much and I look Trinity prize fellowship plan has
why June 12 seems so far away?
laughs and reveals the fact that he is to see a number of unusual campus achieved? » If he does I suggest that
6. Wonder and wonder and wonder
New .Spring Dresses
'A story of
only a bi-j acker and wanted the rum. novels come out of it.
he talk with any of the distinguished
why
whv that letter
leliei won't
won i come?
come;
- ... ,
j . 11 i_«_ xu-4. youth seen through the eyes of its own
,„ ,
J
j „,„„j» Morty laughs louder and tells him that
British men,'-of science who have held
7. Wonder and wonder and wonfcrr
/
■
$5,00 t0 $39,50
he used his truck and his men to trans- generation,' to quote the*^ announce- these fellowships in the past.
why "Jitney" Thomas, "Kitty" Baraport the rum to his (Morty's) agent. ment, might very well be a resound"The senior fellowships simply push
ham, and Catherine Markham changed
ing masterpiece of either romance,
At all events the rum is gone. Jack
the
Trinity plan back one year into
the plan of their room?
irony or what is loosely called realism.
8. Wonder and wonder and wonder tells Kay he loves her and frhds that My personal vote, if I had one, would undergraduate life. It seems likely,
why some classes drag by so slowly the nameless little stranger is Lady govto an ironic novel; for instance, though it is a point which must be
Kay Rutherford and that everything
around mail time ?
Alec Waugh's 'The Loom"of Youth' a determined by experience, that the
is
"Oh Kay."
9. Wonder and wonder and wonder
Leviathan of a British school story, effect of the senior fellowships will
why Jeanette Ingle giggles and eats so
now in some danger of being forgot- not be confined.to the holders. t They
will serve as a constant reminder to
Fletchers Pharmacy
much?
ten."
MISS
ENGLE
every
undergraduate
and
-every
memTry our Delicious Hot
10. Sit and sit and sit and think
Wallace Irwin: "I think the College
SPEAKS AT Y. W. Humor and Doubleday Doran prize of- br of the faculty that the College
about Julia Reynolds, the May Queen?
Toasted Sandwiches
"Best in Town"
11. Sit and sit and sit and think
fer for a college novel is a helpful regards the free and untrammeled
The
glad to tee you store
pursuit
of
the
intellectual
life
as
the
about lesson plans?
plan to encourage young writers. LiteSUNDAY Y. W. C. A.
highest
good,
an
ideal
which
has
12. Sit and sit and sit and think
rary ability usually begins to show itabout your date?
self during undergraduate days, and somehow been mislaid or forgotten jn
Miss Cornelia Engle, student secre13. Sit and sit and sit and think
such a prize should act as a nest egg many American institutions of learntary of the Presbyterian Church gave
about girls! Boys! Girls! Boys?
to some future novelist of importance." ing.;,,. They.wjy also suggest to the
a most interesting talk in Y. W. C.
In the June College Humor the rules undergraduate that the College is
A.,
Sunday.
After
her
talk
serof
the contest, addressed to those eli- ready and willing to regard him as a
POETRY IS READ
gible
to compete, are announced as responsible human being and not as
Hot Lunches
Hot Coffee
vices were concluded with songs and
AT Y.W. SERVICE
a child.
Finally, to the student of
Hot buttered toasted
follows:
a prayer.
Sandwiches
The prize novel may be a story of outstanding ability they hold out the
No dish over 10c
Miss Engle has been the guest of
On Thursday May 2nd, a very interprospect
of
recognition,
encouragecollege life or college people in other
Delicious Coffee
esting program was given at the Y. the college for a few days and has environments, your personal story or ment and reward of almost inestimaThe best Home Made Candies
W. C. A. Service. A beautiful poem befin givmg a genes of lectures that the novel you have always wanted to ble value,, which may,,,.and probably
with the lowest price
College girls this is your first
was read by Isabel Duvall, followed by have been of great interest and help write about your generation. Keep
will, profoundly influence the course
stop and first up to date store
a poem entitled "Trees" read by Marrni'n.d the tentative title: "I Lived This of his whole life."
down town.
to
the
students,
as
well
as
an
inspirgaret Moore. The services were led
The New Student
(Continued
to
Page
5,
Coluntnil.)
•
ation to have her with us.
by Gladys Dixon.

AND CRITICIZED

Friday night, May 3, Colieen Moore
starred in the movie entitled "Oh Kay"
sponsored by the Stratford Dramatic
Club.
Colleen portrayed the. role of Lady
Kay Rutherford of England in a most
characteristic manner.
Rebellious,
impetuous, and witty are oniy three of
me many adjectives which we might
use to describe her.
Lady Kay didn't want to marry the
choice her father made. Lut thensuch a choice! She openly rebelled,
stamped and stormed and finally went
sailing out in her boat to regain her
equilibrium.
She didn't even mind
wnen it became night and a furious
storm lashed waves into mountains.
Her sail fell and she was helpless. She
tat are to the boat and attracted the
rescued her.
She finds that they are going to
attention oi a rum runner boat. They
America. She chooses Morty, one of
tne rum runners, as her "aide de
because as she expressed it,
camp
"jje looked dumb enough."
The rum .g ^ fee put in a house near
the ghore
Morty goeg firgt and ^^
her ^ lollow.
Sne does so in a row
boat flnd ig accosted
by a detective.
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Washable
Xonthous
Youthful
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Yokel
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Exchange
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EXCHANGES, OR
WHAT HAVE YOU?

Hinkle's
Shoe Shop

Dorothy Frey—Editor

THE HOME OF GOOD SHOE

(Continued from Page S, Column S.)
You know one never knows—this Nancy Trott as her masterful husband The Richmond Collegian; University
of Richmond, Richmond, Virginia.
might be a joke and then again it almost completed the scene, but wait,
State
Oratorical Contest Will Be Held
might not be—crazier things have hap- there was a third person named Peter,
At W. & M.
pened—It seems that on the campus of a half-breed, whose part was taken
At William and Mary College on
the University of Detroit the fifty co- by Frances Lester.
Friday,
May 3, 1929, the annual State
eds were sweetly informed that they
The lady enters the gypsy camp in
faced direct expulsion if they dared her bare feet. Sh had no more than Collegiate Oratorical Contest will be
pause a moment in their mad pursuit gotten warmed and met the gypsies, held. At this time Richmond College,
of Knowledge or' of pleasure to speak when the gypsy woman hars stones as well as nearly all of the colleges
to any of the 2,000 men students, ex- and wood falling. Peter peers into the and universities of the State will comcept to say "good-morning."
distance and discovers it is a lord. The pete with each other for forensic honThe girls claim that the men are to lady realizes it must be her husband, ors.
blame for this disaster which has des- so she runs off to hide.
Richmond College will be representcended upon then and now they refuse
ed
by R. C. Lee who was selected by
For the second time, the lord stamps
to speak to them!
the
judges last Wednesday. The Richinto camp, asking for a barefoot womond
orator is a junior and was a
man. Of course the gypsy folk will
According to the latest so-called col- Wt give the lady away. He leaves transfer from Bluefield College where
lege jokes the victims roll nonchantvery much disgusted with them for he won a medal in an annual oratorantly about in high priced cars, so
they will tell nothing. Night draws ical contest. His subject is "Virginia."
naturally we had concluded that the
Last year the contest was held on
on and everyone sleeps in the camp
collegiate flivers were no more. Not
this
campus with W. S. Norman reprebut the lady, who has wept all night
so. They have been revived to run the for her lord.
senting the local University. The winlast race.
ning oration "Who Is To Blame?" an
Very early the next morning the
oration dealing with the Teapot Dome
A cross country race for flivers was
greenman comes and finds the lady.
Scandal, was delivered by H. M. Platt,
held not long ago at Emory UniverShe asks about her husband, trying
of Washington and Lee University.
sity. The one and only entrance reto find out if he had returned home
The Technician; N. C. State College,
quirement was that no car was to exsofely. Gently the greenman tells the
ceed the price of $50.
Raleigh, N. C.
lady that her husband was killed. The
Laffs, Maybe—
curtain is then drawn on a very grief
At LastI
All 'Round Girjftfr
stricken band.
Oh Some are small, j
It takes a little time but all things
There is one goat more, Virginia
come about eventually. Necessity is
And some are tall,
Elburg, who between the first and
And some are lean and lank,
the mother of invention; and so forth
second scenes of the play called, "The
And some are designed along the lines
and so on. The actual interesting and
Waggle-Taggle
Gypsies,"
rcited
infinitely absorbing fact is that some
Of a railroad water tank
"Grandmother's Classes."
school, the University of Texas in this
Some are classy
case, is offering the new "Sleeping
With a racing chassis,
(Continued from Page i, Column S.)
course" which is to be given as a corAnd some are a real damned puzzle;
Story."
rective measure. Tnis course is only
From the shape you'd swear
$3,000 will be paid to the winner for
for students whose health permits
That they still wear
the right to serialize the story in Colthem no more arduous exercise.
The good old-fashioned bustle.
lege Humor, and to publish it in book
We are advancing!
form, and will be in addition to all
Yea, some are hot,
royalties accruing, from book publicaWhen an entire class took it into
: And some are not,
tion.
Motion picture and dramatic
their own hands to take a class "cut"
j And some are cold as ice;
rights will remain with the author.
the professor gave the class a nice
And some are free
College Humor and Doubleday, Dolittle shock by seeking out the miscre| As T. N. T.
ran reserves the right to publish in
ants in their dormitories and fraterAnd others are damn nice.
serial and book form, according to the
nity houses and holding the class disBut, lank and tall
usual terms, any of the novels submitpite desires to the contrary.
Or plump and small,
ted, in addition to the prize winning
We wonder how long it took to
What ever they may be,
serial.
round them up.
Tho they're the world
The contest will be judged by the
To their mothers,
editors of College Humor and DoubleSports are not uppermost in the
They don't mean a damn thing to me.
day, Doran and Company.
Manuminds of Yale Seniors. We hear that
scripts rejected from the contest will
they much prefer a Phi Beta Kappa
Poor girls, this cynical male person
be returned immediately.
key to a major "Y" in athletics. This
must be one of those things our mothTyped manuscripts of 75,000 to 100,news was learned through a preference
ers used to call woman hater! Tiz sad,
000 words (the- ideal length being
vote taken by that class recently. It
but true!
80,000) should be sent with return
is interesting also to note that English
postage, your name and address to the
The Tulane Hullabaloo; Tulahe Uniwas voted as the most valuable subCampus Prize Novel Contest, College
ject, and psychology as the least valuversity, New Orleans
_
Humor, 1050 North La Salle Street,
able.
Flying Prof Off On Lecture Tour
Chicago, 111., or to the Campus Prize
A new use for aviation has been put
Novel Contest, Doubleday, Doran and
The Harvard University Dental
into practice by Professor Donald HalCompany, Inc., Garden City, N. Y.
School is the oldest dental school conley, of the Tulane College of ComThe closing date of the contest is
nected with any University in the
merce, who left New Orleans Thursmidnight, October 15,1929.
United States. The correct comment,
day morning in his Monocaups plane
we suppose, is "Ouchl"
for a tour of the high schools of AlexPage 5 Column 2
andria, Monroe and Shreveport, La.,
YOUNGEST
NOVELIST
Jackson sfoid Mobile, Ala; to talk to
CLASSIFY NATURE
JUST DISCOVERED the high school students on the work
THROUH INITIALS
of commerce colleges.
Lecture tours of this kind are an
Aside from Daisy Ashford, the
To discover your classification com- youngest novelist (arid she is no hoax) annual feature of the commerce
bine the adjective beginning with the has been discovered in Nashville, Ten- school's program, according to Mr.
initial of your Christian name with the nessee. Carman Dee Barnes, in the Halley, but this is the first time to his
noun beginning with the initial of your enthusiasm of her fifteen summers, knowledge that any professor has used
surname.
wrote Schoolgirl, from which amusing his own plane to make any one of them
Awful
Armful episodes have been taken and publish- in the country.
Beautiful
Baby ed in the June College Humor. Here
The use of the plane on this trip has
Crabby
Crank is a child who writes of her generation the advantage of being faster than, a
Dumb
Darling of Southern schoolgirls and prep bus or automobile, giving more time
Entertaining
Elephant school boys with humor, sympathy and for stop overs in the different towns.
Frivolous
Flapper in a style that is distinctly her own. Also Mr. Halley says the small size
Gallant
Gold-Digger Schoolgirl is a frank picture of these and weight of the Monocoupe makes it
Happy
Hoodlum youngsters everyone has talked so cheaper to operate than an automobile.
Intelligent
Idiot much about—in truer drawing than if
Jabbering
Jester it had been perpetrated by an ancient The Rotunda; State Teacher's College,
Kind
Knight outsider, and astonishingly unprejuFarmville, Virginia.
Lazy
Linguist diced for a portrait painted by a conPagan Gods
Marvelous
Mendicant temporary.
F. Sfcott Fitzerald had Gypsy am I with pagan soul
Nimble
Nonentity the same beginning, writing of the col- That leaps when the wind blows high;
Obstinate
Offspring lege life he knew. Carman Dee Bar- A soul that gazes at the stars
Pugilistic
Philosopher nes, with the courage of her extreme And knows that it cannot die.
Quarrelsome
Quaker youth, has created Naomi Bradshaw, Oh, heart alight with glow of life
Refined
Rebel an unforgettable character in current Oh, loves of pagan gods,
Sanctimonious
Scholar fiction, more Southern than the "baby I laugh and love on such a night
Truthful
Tjrrant talk lady" and slightly less emotional When the high wind plays with the
Ugly
Upstart than Iris March.
stars. •
Valiant
Vamp (Continued to Page 8, Column tj (Continued to Page 6, Column 2.)

MOTHER'S DAY
Sunday May 12th

REPAIRING
Ladies Half soles applied without nails
Work called for and delivered.
Phone 443R
75 West Market

,..'

Remember your mother on that
day. We have hundreds of
beautiful cards from which you
can selcet. Come in early.

Valley Book Shop

The"?" Is-

We know the "?" is the plane that
broke records for heavier-than-air machines, of course—but there's another "?"
closer home.
This "?» is, What's what in Summer
Footwear, and we know you would like
to know. We will be glad to show you
the Unusually New Footwear Styles at

$4.95

—

*5.95

*6.95

T——-

S.BLATT'S
B.JVey&Sons
VICTOR RECORDS

1

65*
Harrisonburg, Va.
Phone 5 5

WEAR MERIT SHOES AND HOSIERY
Every Pair of our Hosiery Guaranteed Runnerproof

MERIT SHOE COMPANY, Inc.
',

40 N. Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia

Hess Studio
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Lilian Gochenour
MILLINER
Exclusive Millinery
Silk Underwear

FETZERS'
Harrisonburg's One Price Cash Store
Newest and best things in
Pumps, One Strap's, Oxfords, Hosiery &c.
Van Raalte Gloves
$1.00

1.60

Point Heel Silk Stockings

1.65

$0.95 — 1.35

CANDYLAND

::

The Home when you are away from home
1

HOMEMADE CANDIES AND ICE CREAM

We have installed a new Brunswick Panatrope. for better
music with the latest records
We give the best of Quality, With the best of Service
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SUPPRESSION
IN PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh, Pa. By New Student
Service. When the University of
Pittsburgh set out several years ago
to build a ten million dollar skyscraper
university fifty-two stories high, the
announced aim was to make the smoky
city a city of "achievement just as
great in education as in manufacturing." But when Chancellor Bowman's
lieutenants suppressed the student
Liberal Club the other day they showed pretty conclusively that the University will be just another achievement
in manufacturing—with rigidly standardized robots as the products.
On Monday, April 22, this University refused to allow the assembled
Liberal Club to hear Dr. Harry Elmer
Barnes speak in a college building on
the Mooney-Billings case.
On Wednesday Mr. William Albertson, president of the Club, received an
order from the Acting Dean of Men
disbanding the Club as a University
activity. The students were defiant.
They issued the following manifesto:
"We, the members of the Liberal
Club of the University of Pittsburgh,
recognize that there is more involved
in the recent action of the university
authorities in announcing that the club
is dissolved than the mere existence of
a'n undergraduate club.
"The whole range of academic freedom is concerned, a matter of vital
importance to the entire future usefulness of our university and institutions of learning as a whole.
"We have based our past program
and shall base our future conduct on
the following statement of policy:
"We consider a university campus
as the fittest of all places for a free
discussion of dny ideas, theories or
practices that are current anywhere in
the world."
On Friday they met at Alumni Hall
and in the presence of sympathizing
non-members, newspaper reporters
and others, they defiantly called their
meeting to order. Barely twenty minutes afterwards a University of University official—the Acting Dean of
Men this time—called a halt to the
meeting. The following colloquy took
place, according to THE PITTSBURGH PRESS:
"This has been an official meeting,"
William Albertson, president of the
club, told the students.
"William Daufenbach, assistant to
the dean of men, conveyed the orders
of the university administration to
Albertson.
" 'I have been told that if this is any
kind of a meeting, it will have to disband,' Albertson told the more than 50
students gathered in the room.
" 'Are we going to disband?"
" 'NO,' came the answer fro mseveral students.
"Daufenbach again ordered Albertson to disperse the meeting.
" 'Come on, Albertson. How about
it?' came a commanding voice from
outside the door, which students said
was that of A. H. Armbruster, dean of
men.
" 'I am not going to ask you to disband,' Albertson said firmly to the students.
" 'You get out," the voice from the
hall commanded Albertson.
"A motion for adjournment was
then taken."
There the matter rests at the present time. That further developments
will ensue before long is certain.
THE PITT WEEKLY is aligned
with the administration, but the Club
has staunch support in THE PITTSBURGH PRESS, a member of the
militantly liberal Scripps chain of
papers which has invaded the federal
domain of the feudal domain of the
huge manufacturing and mining interests.
,. .

The Liberal Club incident released
a perfect flood of instances of brazen
suppressions of opinion of faculty
members, which, if authenticated, reveal a rotting foundation of intellectual integrity under tne skyscraperuniversity. It is said that a professor
who wanted to stump for Alfred E.
Smith in the recent campaign was given to understand that silence would be
the wiser course. A professor who
wanted to deliver a radio speech on
the work of the Pennsylvania Tax
Commission, at a time when the University was seeking appropriations
from the Legislature, was forced to
speak on "Abraham Lincoln" instead.
Another was obligated to call off negotiations for writing a s«ries of articles
on the coal strike.
Most notorious of all was the case
of Professors Frederick E. Woltman
and William L. Nunn who wrote an
article criticizing the coal police system and had it published in THE
AMERICAN MERCURY.,, Professor
Woltman was told that Governor John
S. Fisher was annoyed by the article
and that a committee from the University was rushed to the State Capitol to
mollify the outraged executive. Here
is Professor Woltman's account of his
interview with J. Steele Gow, executive secretary of the University:
"Gow called me in and began by saying that Nunn and I had caused the
university a very great amount of embarrassment. He proceeded to tell me
that shortly after the MERCURY
article appeared, he and the chancellor
received telephone calls from preachers and members of the board of trustees, protesting vigorously. He himself had received four such calls before
the chancellor brought the matter to
his attention.
"He said that the trustees met to
consider the matter and insisted that
the university issue a statement praising the institution which we had criticized. This, he stated was, of course,
not the thing for a university to do.
"So the administration had to show
the trustees that the university did not
back the sentiments expressed in the
article, but rather that they, came from
individual persons on the faculty. In
addition he stated that 'we' had to
make a hurried trip to Harrisburg to
placate the governor, who had become
quite angry over the article, so as not
to lose the state appropriation."
Chancellor Bowman has maintained
a strict silence during the whole controversy.

FOR CO-EDS WHO
WOULD SMOKE
Morgantown, W. V. By New Student
Service. Several years ago the agitation in favor of smoking for college
women was confined to the eastern tier
of states. But now the new standards
for women are being hotly discussed
in all parts of the country—from the
Rocky Mountain region to the hills of
West Virginia.
Reverberations of the new attitude
toward smoking are to be heard in the
culmination against feminine use of
the "filthy weed" at West Virginia
University, by the Fairmount Branch
of the W. C. T. U. Undaunted by this,
the women of.the University are resuming their fight to obtain smoking
rooms, where in the words of the student newspaper, "they can indulge in
the practice without resorting to the
present undesirable method of smoking in downtown restaurants."

AW HECK!

S. T. C.

I
Gee, Spring is here an'I'm in school,
Sittin' behind a book tryin' to learn a
rule*
•>
An' it's just a morning in which to go
fkhin', .
But I give a look at teacher an' jes'
qrit wishin',
'Cause she's lookin' over toward where
I sit,
And when she calls for that dang rule
I'm gonna git hit;
She'll never call on any "percies" sittin' all around,
But cell, "Answer, John," an' listen
with a frown,
An' all the "percies" sittin' 'round say
"ah," but I say "ow;"
Fer I see myself stayin' in when the
rest go to chow.
Why the heck can't she call on somebody but me?
("Ain't that answer right, teacher?")
—"Stay in"—"Aw, gee."
Lookit that sissy "percy" sittin' up in
front,
A laffin at me for missin', the darn
little runt;
I'll git him outside an' punch him in
the eye,
Yeah, then he'll run. to teacher and
start to cry.
Darnit, this is a heck of a world, I'll
say,
When I gotta go to school day after
day.
II
Why don't'they let them go that wanna go to schools,
Instead of makin' us that don't, learn
a lotta rules;
An' if 'they, do make us all- unwillin'
go,
Why don't they give us a teacher we'll
all like to know;
Instead of cranky, stern-lookin' ole.
hen, *
A young, nice, goodMookin' teacher a
fella wants as a frien',
t-'ho'll make a guy fergit he has to go
to school,
All' even makejrou think you like to
learn a rule,
An' wouldn't holler if you hit a sissy
wid an ink spit-ball,
OFtelTyer Pop yon~was playin' hookey
in the ole swimmin' hole?
But, shucks, if they ever gave us one
like that,
A fella wid a big car and a nifty straw
hat
Would come along and take her for a
ride,
And the next thing we'd know teacher'd become a bride.
Aw, what's the use of bein' a kid any
more*
s
You can't do anything widout makin'
somebody sore.
Holy Smokes, teacher, cancha let a guy
have some fun?"
Then teacher called up pop—an' what
he done to his son!
This unusual poem is by a ninthgrade pupil.
Ed Malewitz,
Trenton, N, J.

(Continued from Page 6, Column 2.)
"The modern schoolgirl is a thrilling
subject to me," writes Miss Barnes,
"— what she is looking for in life, her
attitude, her behavior. Though childhood impressions—pink hair bows,
birthday parties, weddings and fire
engines chasing escaped bears (as my
Negro nurse told me)—must fade
somewhat, there are still the deeper,
stronger and more "beautiful ones of
the present. Amazing truths, happy
living, joyous expression and an excit(Continued from Page 5, Column .?.)
ing realm of bool^s and people."
When the wind goes whirling on
The June College Humor introduces
through space
this
young author to her first public
And cleanses from my heart
All sordid thoughts and laughs for me, with the honest pride of discovery.
College Humor
My pagan gods—my life apart!
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JEWELERY
Complete lines of Jewelery
and kindred lines.
Expert Repair Work

IS YOUR FROCK
• *

J ,

•[Wall-Flower"
Proof?
If your frock came from
our store of course it's
"wall-flower" proof.
It is cleverly styled, too,
and doesn't cost half as
much as you Would think.
Even Freshmen know
that!

The Dean Studio

D. C. DEVIER & SONS
On Right at S. E. Cor. C. Sq.

NICK & CO.
Cleaners
2 doors North of
Virginia Theatre
Modern Cleaning & Pressing
Expert Hat Cleaning of all kinds
Electric Shoe Repairing
Shoe Shine Parlor for Ladies
and Gents
Work called for and Delivered
Phone 265W Harrisonburg, Va.

A Lunch Immense For 25c

PHOTOGRAPHS

Tasty
3ANITARY
Sandwiches
ODA
': Homemade
ANDWICH Ice Cream
HOPPE
and Pies
New Records

for every need

We mail WHITMAN'S

(Operating nearly half century)

For MOTHER'S DAY

r~~«

:

OUR SHOES

Diamonds

Keep your feet vigorous and
ready for any task
Good looking, too and retain
their shape

'

Watches

John W. Taliaferro
JEWELLER & OPTOMETRIS

Hosiery
"As you like it"

Established 1879

YAGER'S
Shoe Store

Harrisonburg'8 Oldest, Largest

(Fine Shoe Repairing)

and Best Jewelry Store

The Effect of Your Message Greatly
Depends upon the Style and Quality
of Your Stationery
You are more often judged by the paper you use than by
the thoughts you express in writing.
Pride, good taste, refinement—all demand that you use
stationery that is distinctive, stylish, good.
We have a wide variety of beautiful tints, modish
shapes and correct sizes—each so rarely good that its use
will help establish you as a person of excellent good taste in
trie minds of those you write to.
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

1TORE

VIRGINIA Dl

The jfexaflL Store
PRESCRIPTION PHARMACISTS
Phone 426
.' \

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA

B. Ney & Sons

All Coats and Dresses

Harrisonburg, Virginia

REDUCED

B. Ney & Sons
Opposite the Post Office
On the HiU
■*
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